Fall 2013 and Spring 2014 HONR Seminars Approved for HH Credit

Fall 2013

World as Classroom

HONR208K Does the Museum Need a Killer App? 21st Century Relevance

HONR238A Backstage in the Nation's Capital: The Washington, DC Theatre Experience

HONR269T Understanding U.S. Foreign Policy Toward Afghanistan

HONR349I Investing in Social Change: Philanthropy

HONR378N Research in Science and Public Policy for the U.S. National Security Agency

Contemporary Issues and Challenges

HONR208B Contemporary Indian Society

HONR209O The Science of Sleep and Biological Rhythms

HONR229F New Media Frontiers

HONR229M Evaluating Health Risks from Environmental Toxicants

HONR238F From Animal Thoughts to Animal Feelings

HONR258W Exploring Homophobia

HONR268L United States Immigration Issues

HONR268W Disability Studies: Stories, Law, and Social Policy
HONR269P Formulating U.S. Science and Technology Policy
HONR269V Virus Hunting: From Emerging Diseases to Nano-Technologies
HONR288O Why Do Things Fail?
HONR289T Rule of Law: The Bedrock of Democracy
HONR348J Contemporary Social Issues

Arts & Sciences in Today’s World
HONR208L Justice Matters: Law, Literature, and Film
HONR208M Utopia and Dystopia: Reality and Relevance
HONR209C The Plight of Children in the Arts
HONR209Y Novels! Modern Fictions
HONR218L Language and Mind
HONR219Z Apocalypse Then and Now: World Traditions of the End Times
HONR229T Race, The Civil Rights Movement, and the Press
HONR238D Contemporary American Musical Theater
HONR238G The Manhattan Project: A Century of Radioactivity, Nuclear Weapons, and Nuclear Power
HONR238L Engineering in Ancient Empires
HONR238T The Body and Literature
HONR239C The Creative Process in Dance
HONR249V Lawyers and the Adversary System
HONR249W  The Spiritual Heritage of the Human Race
HONR258T  Tools of Fiction
HONR269A  Contemporary Arts and Ideas
HONR269X  Intersections Between Science and Religion
HONR279E  Languages of Europe
HONR288L  Medical Devices
HONR288R  Medical Humanities: Illness and Autobiography
Spring 2014

Honors Seminars

HONR 238A Backstage in the Nation's Capital: The Washington D.C. Theater Experience

HONR 238D The Contemporary American Musical Theatre: From Hair to Hairspray -- and Beyond

HONR 239J Exposing Scandals: The History of Investigative Journalism in the U.S.

HONR 269T Understanding U.S. Foreign Policy toward Afghanistan

HONR 278D National Security Dilemmas

HONR 289D Bodies, Borders and Citizenship: Historical Perspectives on American Immigration

HONR 348D Innovation and Social Change: Do Good Now

HONR 349I Leading and Investing in Social Change: Redefining and Experimenting with Philanthropy

HONR 218F Politics and Literature

HONR 218G Comparative Constitutional Law

HONR 218I Happiness and Human Nature

HONR 218J Sustainability and Development: From the Individual to the Global

HONR 218K Behavior of the Rich and Powerful, Past and Present

HONR 218O Ethics in a Professional Life

HONR 218W The Idea of Crime
HONR 219T Surviving Natural Disasters: Learning from Hurricane Katrina, Big Earthquakes, and Other Natural Hazards

HONR 238K Infectious Ideas: Health and Disease in Modern America

HONR 238R Terrorism

HONR 239K The Multicultural Metropolis

HONR 239R Privacy Versus In–Your–Face Big Government

HONR 268W Disability Studies: Stories, Law, and Social Policy

HONR 269E Exploring Key Issues of Globalization

HONR 269W Urban Poverty and Culture

HONR 278E The Internet, Democracy, and Dictatorship

HONR 288L Medical Devices: Applied Ethics and Public Policy

HONR 288M Boomtowns: Technological Innovations in the Context of Community

HONR 289F Conflict in America

HONR 289I Greening Cities: Who Wins, Who Loses, and Who Cares?

HONR 359B Alternatives to Violence

HONR 208L Justice Matters: Law, Literature, and Film

HONR 208M Utopia and Dystopia: Reality and Relevance

HONR 208N Global Migrations: The Literature of Emigration

HONR 208P Tolkien: Mythmaker for our Times

HONR 208V The Ancient Roman City: Pompeii and Beyond
HONR 209G  Elements of Drawing for Non-Majors
HONR 209Q  Digital Narratives: A Studio Workshop
HONR 218E  An Historical Perspective of Mathematics
HONR 218M  Elements of Music Composition for Non-Majors
HONR 219Y  Merging the Multiple Me's: Developmental Origins of the Integrated Adult Self
HONR 219Z  Apocalypse Then and Now: World Traditions of the End Times
HONR 228V  Warfare and Society in Greece, Rome, and Byzantium
HONR 229O  Ancient Rome in Historical Fiction: Narratives, Sources and Screen Adaptations
HONR 238B  Images of Masculinity in Twentieth Century American Literature and Film
HONR 239O  Great Physicists of the 20th Century
HONR 248T  Re-examining the Harlem Renaissance
HONR 259P  Jane Austin: Her World, Our Obsession
HONR 288Q  The Psychology of Social Networking and Social Computing
HONR 289Y  Novels and Who We Are
HONR 299R  From Lenin to "Pussy Riot": Gendering (Post) Socialism
HONR 348A  Digital Cinema: Theory and Practice
HONR 348F Deconstructing Breaking Bad

HONR 349J Reading & Writing Poetry

H-Versions

AASP100H INTRO AFRICAN AMER STUDY
AASP202H BLACK CULTURE IN US
AASP400H RDGS AFRICAN AM STUDY
ARTT428H HONORS PAINTING
ARTT480H HONORS SEMINAR
ENGL391H ADVANCED COMP
ENGL393H TECHNICAL WRITING
FREN250H INTRO CLTRL&TEXT ANLYSIS
FREN351H ROMANTICISM TO MOD
GERM322H GERMAN LITERATURE II
GVPT409H INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
GVPT479H INTST GRPS & SOC MVMNTS
GVPT482H GOV+POL LATIN AMER
HONR248H CONTEXT OF DISABILITY
KNES483H SPORT MARKET & MEDIA
MUSC130H SURVEY MUSIC LIT
PSYC100H INTRO PSYCHOLOGY
PSYC469H HNRS THSIS PROPOS
SOCY100H INTRO TO SOCIOLOGY